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Abstract 
 

The paper focusses on priority based round robin scheduling algorithm for scheduling jobs in Hadoop environment. By Using this Pro-

posed Scheduling Algorithm it reduces the starvation of jobs. And the advantage of priority scheduling is that the process with the high-

est priority will be executed first. Combining the both strategies of round robin and priority scheduling algorithm a optimized algorithm 

is to be implemented. Which works more efficiently even after considering all the parameters of scheduling algorithm. This proposed 

algorithm is also compared with existing round robin and priority scheduling algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 

Hadoop is an open-source system that permit to store and process 

data in a distributed environment across combination of  

computers utilizing basic programming models. Hadoop is also 

used to  perform operations like local Computations and Storage. 

It has two noteworthy  Components: 

 

1. Computation layer(Map Reduce). 

 

2. Storage layer (Hadoop Distributed File System). 

 

A Hadoop Architecture Contains Namenode, Datanode, 

Secondary Name node.The Hadoop Distributed File System  

(HDFS)  is based on the Google File System (GFS) and provides a 

distributed environment that is designed to run on commodity 

based hardware. It is highly fault-tolerant and also used for a 

hardware that is available  cheaply. It provides high throughput 

access to application        related    data    and    is    suitable for 

applications that are having large data sets. Apart from the above-

mentioned two noteworthy Components, It also has other two 

modules: 

Hadoop Common: These are Java libraries and are used even by 

other Hadoop modules. 

Hadoop YARN: It  is a Open-Source structure for  job scheduling 

and also cluster resource management. 

They are different elements of Hadoop they are Namenode, 

Datanode, Job Tracker, Task Tracker, Mapreduce. 

Namenode: Namenode is the master in the master/slave 

architecture. It stores all the files on the Hadoop disturbed file 

system (HDFS) and  keeps  track of all the files. All the data will 

be present in namenode itself. It doesn’t store he data of itself. In 

case if the namenode is down, then the secondary namenode takes 

charge of the primary name node. Both the primary name node 

and secondary namenode are given an equal amount of space. 

Datanode: Datanode is the slave of the master node which is the 

namenode. The default replication factor and block size of 

datanode is 3 and 64MB respectively. It Connects to the 

NameNode and the Data is send from the NameNode to DataNode. 

When the Namenode needs data it requests the data  from  the 

Datanode. 

JobTracker: This process executes on each node separately and 

not usually on a  data  node.  Job tracker interacts with the name 

node to know the location of the data. Job tracker monitors the 

individual task trackers and it will submits back the overall status 

of the job back to the client. When the job tracker is down, HDFS 

will still be working, but the MapReduce execution cannot start 

and  the existing MapReduce jobs will be stopped. 

 

Task tracker: Task tracker runs on all the data nodes. Mapper and 

Reducer tasks are also executed on the data node. Task tracker 

will be in constant interaction with the job tracker signaling the 

progress of the task in execution. Task tracker failure is not 

considered fatal. When the task tracker doesn’t respond, then the 

Job tracker will assign the task executed by the task tracker to any 

other node. 

Map Reduce: The job of a Map Reduce is to divide data into 

seperate data sets. Then they are processed by the map tasks in a 

simultaneous manner. The structure sorts the outputs generated by 

maps, They are now inputs to the reduce tasks. Both the input and 

output of the jobs are kept in the form of a file. The structure takes 

care of scheduling tasks, monitors them and re-executes the failed 

tasks. In map reduce values are stored in the form of  <key, value> 

pair. 

Secondary Name Node is used to Retrieve data from all the 

DataNodes if the Primary NameNode halts down. 

 

2.Scheduling 
Scheduling is the method by which work specified is assigned to 

the resources to complete the job. The work may include virtual 

computation of elements such as threads, processes which are 

inturn scheduled into the resources that are involved in hardware 

such as processors and network links. It is used to keep all the 
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computer related resources busy, it will allow multiple users to 

share system resources effectively. The main objective of these 

algorithms is to reduce the Resource Starvation. And to ensure 

equality among the parties those are utilizing the resources. They 

are different types of schedulers like FIFO Scheduler, Roundrobin 

Scheduler, Priority Scheduler, Shortest Job First Scheduler etc.  

By doing survey on all the schedulers we had come  to a 

conclusion that every scheduler alone has its  own advantages and 

disadvantages. 

The default scheduling algorithm in Hadoop is FIFO Scheduler, in 

which the jobs that are present in the queue first are executed first. 

In FIFO scheduling algorithm all the process is given equal 

priority at the time of execution. But the major Disadvantage of 

FIFO scheduling is that the if the jobs with  the lowest burst time 

arrive at the end of the queue then that particular process will be 

starved for long time. 

Every scheduler has its own parameter to measure its efficiency 

like Round robin has Context Switches. The value of Context 

Switches should be as low as possible. 

Larger Waiting Time for each process to complete its execution. 

But in Proposed Algorithm the waiting time of processes is very 

less compared to the process of execution of Round robin 

scheduling algorithm alone. 

Throughput is the number of cycles executed per unit time. In 

Round robin the number of cycles executed are more. So this is 

the major disadvantage of round robin algorithm. 

 

3.Different types of scheduling 
FCFS (First come first serve) is a non preemptive scheduling 

algorithm. It works on the basis of queue. It assigns the priority in 

an order that is the process which requests the processor first for 

the execution. The process or the job which requests the CPU first 

is allocated the CPU first and if the other process has to wait until 

the CPU is free then all the arriving jobs after this job will be 

inserted into the rear or tail of  the queue. The process which 

completed  its execution will be removed from the head or front of 

the queue. 

SJF is also a non pre-emptive scheduling algorithm. Among all the 

processes which one is having the shortest run time will get the 

high priority and run the job first. This Scheduling is mostly 

beneficial if waiting time is minimum for all the shorter jobs. This 

is more useful in case of batch jobs where runtime is known in 

advance. 

Roundrobin is a preemptive scheduling algorithm. In Round robin 

scheduling all the processors are given an equal chance to execute. 

The main parameter of roundrobin scheduler is the time slice or 

quantum. Each process is executed only till the time slice and 

further next processes are executed. If the burst time is less than 

the time slice for a particular  process, then that process completes 

execution and it is discarded from the queue. No of executions in a 

round robin is calculated based on the context switches. 

In Priority scheduling all the process will be executed based on the 

priority number of that particular task. If the Priority number is 

higher for a process which has, the more burst time, then in that 

case priority scheduling is not recommended. Because the later 

process doesn’t get a chance to execute the waiting time of 

remaining process will be more. Priority scheduling is 

recommended in a case where the process has, the less burst time 

value and the priority number is high. 

Multi Level Queue :It implements scheduling algorithm.It is 

suitable is any type of job.In this type Jobs cannot navigate from 

one Queue to another. – Once a queue is allocated it should be in 

that queue itself. In foreground it is an interactive which follows 

round robin algorithm. In background it is a batch processing 

which follows FCFS scheduling algorithm. The main advantage of 

this scheduling algorithm is As Short CPU bounds are enabled and 

Prioritized and therefore it is processed quickly. The disadvantage 

is Monitoring of Queues is Compulsary which tends to be Costly. 

Multilevel feedback queue allows the obs o avigate from ne ueue 

to another. The advantage of this Scheduling algorithm is A 

process that waits for a long time in a lower priority queue then it 

may be moved to a higher priority queue. And Disadvantage is As 

the process should move around the Queue the CPU overhead will 

be more. 

Fair Scheduling was developed by Facebook. and is used to assign 

resources to jobs such that on average over time, each job gets an 

equal share of the available resources. The result is that jobs that 

require less time are able to access the CPU and finish intermixed 

with the execution of jobs that require more time to execute. The 

advantage of fair scheduler is that it is simple to implement and is 

very efficient and Disadvantage of this scheduling algorithm is it 

has no concept of prioritize. 

In Capacity scheduling, It was developed by Yahoo. Every Queue 

has Resources and follows FIFO strategy. The advantage of this 

scheduler is Optimal usage of resources. And the Disadvantage is 

that Users need know the system pretty well to set up 

configurations and choose proper queues well. 

Delay Scheduling is the simple algorithm proposed by Zaharia et 

al. to address the conflict between locality and fairness.The 

advantage of this scheduling is Simplicity of scheduling. 

SRTF (shortest remaining time first) is an Preemptive SJF The 

advantages of SRTF are short processes returns quickly and it has 

high yield jobs take some time to execute. The Disadvantage is 

Longer  jobs may not get chance to execute if Shorter jobs are 

continuously added (Process Starvation). 

Packet scheduling is the type of decision process which is used to 

decide the status of the packets whether they should be further 

proceeded or Dropped. Dropping of packets will be based on 

network. A scheduler will face problems in managing  all the 

packets coming in because Each packet may have different 

Characteristics. 

Process Scheduling is the combination of all the scheduling    

algorithms. They are no particular advantages or disadvantages    

for this Scheduling algorithm 

 

4.Scheduling Objectives  

 
For a scheduler to be working more efficiently then then the 

Throughput, CPU Utilization, Fairness of that particular schedul-

ing algorithm should be high and the Waiting time, Response time, 

Context Switches must be as low as possible. 

 
Table 4.1  Examining Schedulers using various parameters. 

Sched uler CPU 

overh ead 

Throu 

ghput 

Turn 

Arou nd 
time 

Respo nse 

time 

Waiting time 

FCFS ✓ ✓ X ✓ X 

SJF • X • ✓ ✓

Priori ty • ✓ X X •

Roun 
d robin 

X • X X ✓

Multi 

level 
queue 

X X •  •

Capac 

ity 

X X X X ✓

Fair ✓ X X X ✓

Delay • ✓ X X X 

Work 

Conse 

rving 

X • ✓ ✓ ✓

Netw ork 
packe 

t 

X ✓ ✓ X ✓

Earlie st 
deadli ne 

first 

X X X • ✓

✓ LOW  

X MEDIUM 

          •HIGH 
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The analysis of Scheduling algorithms based on the parameters: 

CPU Overhead:- CPU overhead measures the quantity of work a 

computer's central processing unit can perform and the percentage 

of that capacity that's used by individual computing tasks. Some of 

these tasks involve supporting the functions of the computer's 

operating system. (Or) Percent of  time that the CPU is busy exe-

cuting the process. 

Throughput:- Throughput is that the number of jobs that are exe-

cuted per unit time. 

Turnaround time:- Turnaround time can be defined as the interval 

of time between submission of a process and its completion. 

Response Time:- Response time can be defined as submission of 

requests and first response to the request. 

Waiting Time:- Waiting time can be defined as the quantity of 

time the process spends in the ready queue waiting for the Central 

Processing Unit. 

The overall analysis of a Scheduling algorithm is done by using 

the above parameters. 

 

5. Proposed algorithm 

 
We had proposed an algorithm by combining both strategies of 

Roundrobin and also the priority scheduling algorithm. In the 

proposed algorithm number of context switches will be reduced 

and then this algorithm will be the optimized algorithm. 

We had considered an example and done analysis on each sched-

uler individually and recognized that combination of round robin 

and priority works even better. 

Inorder to understand the proposed algorithm we should have a 

basic knowledge about Roundrobin and priority schedulers. 

job generally specifies mapper,reducer.It communicates with re-

source manager.It supplies equipment to submit jobs. 

The job is divided into map and reduce tasks for every node in the 

cluster to work .Both exist on the same set of nodes.It enables the 

job tracker program on nodes. 

The job is to divide the input data into individual chunks.. The 

reduce task takes the data and combines the key value pairs. These 

tasks are executed only after the completion of the Map tasks. 

A  set  of   programs   that   run   parallely,   known  as Task-

Tracker , monitor the status of each task. If a task fails,the Status 

of the job is reported to the Job Tracker. which reschedules the 

task on another node in the cluster. 

This   distribution    of    work    enables map tasks and reduce 

tasks to run on smaller subsets of larger data sets, which ultimately 

provides maximum scalability. 

The MapReduce Structure also increases parallelism by manipu-

lating data that is stored across multiple clusters. It involves and 

verifies the data of the job. 

 

Table 5.1 : Input table for a Scheduling Algorithm 

 
Jobs Job Completion Time Priority 

P1 20 4 

P2 10 2 

P3 6 5 

P4 9 1 

P5 15 3 

Example for Execution of Roundrobin Scheduling: 

 

Consider the jobs and job completion time inorder to perform 

roundrobin scheduling algorithm on that processes. Time Slice is 

the important factor executing the jobs in the Roundrobin fashion. 

The output is represented in the form of a gnatt chart. Context 

Switches is the one which tells the no of executing steps that a 

process has taken to  execute the job. 

Suppose consider Time slice=5 then the completion time of  

process executes until completion of the job completion time and 

then same job is repeated . All the jobs are present in the form  of a 

Queue. If all the Process complete execution of the job completion 

time once then again from starting the same process is repeated. 

Until the Completion of the Burst time of all the Processes. 

In our algorithm we had overcame all the disadvantages of the 

Round robin scheduling algorithm they are : 

1. Low Throughput. 

2. Larger Waiting time. 

3. Context Switches. 

Based on some Parameters we can calculate the efficiency of the 

Scheduling. 

Considering the Above Example: 

No of Context Switches: 13  

Average Waiting time: 33.2 ms  

TurnAroundtime: 45.2 

Response Time: 10 

Example for Execution of Priority Scheduling :  

Consider the jobs that has the input values are Burst time and 

Priority. 

All the jobs will be executed based on the Priority values of each 

jobs. The jobs with Highest Priority will be executed first. 

The output of Priority Scheduling is Represented in the form of 

Gnatt Chart. 

Considering Above Example:  

Average Waiting time: 23.2ms  

TurnAroundtime: 35.2 

Response Time: 23.2 

No of Context Switches is equal to number of jobs. 

In priority scheduler the jobs with lowest priority may not get 

chance to execute and also they may be a chance of starvation of 

jobs. This is the major disadvantage of the Priority scheduling 

algorithm. 

Example for Execution based  on Proposed Algorithm: 

In the Proposed Algorithm all the jobs should have a two input 

values they are Priority and Burst time. 

They are two rounds inorder to execute the Proposed Algorithm 

they are: 

We should even consider the TimeSlice value. For Example 

Consider the Timeslice=5. 

Round 1: All the jobs are initially executed based on the priority 

scheduling. 

In Round1, All the jobs are executed based on the Priority 

Scheduling and the process is executed until the timeslice value. 

So we had taken an example Considering Timeslice=5 so all the 

jobs completes a Burst time of 5 in Round1. 

Round 2: Now the remaining burst time is considered in round2 all 

the jobs in this round are executed  based on the roundrobin 

scheduling technique. 

By using this proposed algorithm we had overcomed all the disad-

vantages of Roundrobin and Priority Schedulers. 

Considering Above Example:  

No of Context Switches: 8  

Average Waiting time:13ms  

TurnAroundtime: 20 

Response Time: 8.2    
Table 5.2 :Analysis of Schedulers against various parameters. 

 
Scheduler s No of 

Context 

Switche s 

Averag e 

Waitin g 

Time 

(ms) 

Turn 

Aroun d 

Time 

Respons e 

Time 

Round 

Robin 

13 33.2 45.2 10 

Priority 5 23.2 35.2 23.2 

proposed 

Scheduler 

8 13 20 8.2 

 

The above table proves that the proposed algorithm works more 

efficiently compared to the existing techniques. Those ar the 

Round robin scheduling technique and Priority scheduling tech-

nique. 
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6. Conclusion 

 
By above results we had observed that the waiting time of 

Proposed Algorithm is less compared to the Roundrobin 

Algorithm and priority Schduling algorithm alone. 

Even the Proposed algorithm is very optimized by considering 

different parameters like Context Switches, Turn Aroundtime, 

Response time. 

The Proposed Algorithm is compared with the existing Round 

robin and Priority Schedulers it also overcomes the disadvantages 

that are present in both the scheduling algorithms. i.e; More num-

ber of Context Switches and Lowest priority job may not get 

chance to execute. Our proposed algorithm can be implemented in 

Real time systems inorder to increase the efficiency of the Exist-

ing Schedulers. 
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